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How COVID-19 Vaccine Trials Are Designed

By Dr. Joseph Mercola, November 11 2020

While vaccine makers insist that any vaccine reaching the market will  have undergone
rigorous testing, the way trial protocols are designed suggests these vaccines may leave a
lot to be desired.

The Post Covid World, The WEF’s Diabolical Project: “Resetting the Future of Work Agenda” –
After “The Great Reset”. A Horrifying Future

By Peter Koenig, November 11 2020

It is a draft of sorts, a trial balloon, to measure people’s reactions. It reads indeed like an
executioner’s tale. Many people may not read it – have no awareness of its existence. If they
did, they would go up in arms and fight this latest totalitarian blueprint, offered to the world
by the WEF.

A Plea to MPs from Mike Yeadon: “Don’t Vote for Lockdown”. “The Pandemic Is Over”

By Dr. Mike Yeadon, November 11 2020

In  short,  they  are  not  dying  from respiratory  illness,  but  from heart  failure  and from
cerebrovascular accidents such as stroke and diabetes. An awful realisation I have is that
these excess deaths are just the sort you would expect if you take a mixed population,
deprive them of easy access to the healthcare system for seven months and keep them
stressed.
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Robert Fisk: Death of a ‘Controversial’ Journalist. His Legacy Will Live

By Media Lens, November 11 2020

The trend is clear. When The Times subjected Fisk to one of its full-on hit pieces in April
2018, it wrote: ‘Fisk is no stranger to controversy.’ So why do ‘mainstream’ commentators
feel  obliged  to  red-flag  Fisk’s  journalism  with  ‘controversial’  in  this  way,  and  why  is  it  a
‘weasel  word’?

The Best Way to Honor Dead Soldiers Is Not to Create More

By Natalie Dowzicky, November 11 2020

The United States can no longer use the “sunk cost” excuse to perpetuate an unclear
mission described in the Washington Post’s Afghanistan Papers by Douglas Lute, a three-
star Army General, when he said, “we didn’t have the foggiest notion of what we were
undertaking.”

Systemic Racial Inequity: Discrimination, Dehumanization and Destruction

By Prof. Ruel F. Pepa, November 11 2020

This matter taken seriously could be construed as an undying extension of the ancient
master-slave mentality though with all the modifications necessary to toe the superficial line
of “decency” that defines what a modern society is supposed to look like.

Agreed on Armistice in Nagorno Karabakh? Brokered by Moscow

By Stephen Lendman, November 11 2020

Since  Azerbaijan  forces  attacked  Armenian  ones  in  Nagorno  Karabakh  (NK  below)  on
September 27, both sides breached agreed on ceasefires three times. Is this time different?

Video: Worth the Price? Joe Biden and the Launch of the Iraq War

By Worth the Price, November 11 2020
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Worth the Price? Joe Biden and the Launch of the Iraq War is a documentary short reviewing
the role  of  then-Senator  Joe  Biden (D-DE)  in  leading  the  United  States  into  the  most
devastating foreign policy blunder of the last twenty years.

Dr. Fauci Told the Truth About COVID-19 Tests in July and Has Been Misleading the Public
Ever Since

By Stacey Lennox, November 11 2020

The New York Times and several experts admitted in late August that up to 90% of positive
PCR tests were not indicative of the active illness that could be transmitted to others. As it
turns out, Fauci expressed a similar opinion in July.

Petition to Congress to initiate a Congressional Investigation into the 2001 Anthrax Attacks

By The Lawyers’ Committee for 9-11 Inquiry, Inc., November 10 2020

The  Exhibits  include  documents  from  scientists  and  military  officers  who  worked  at  the
United States Army Medical  Institute of  Infectious Diseases (USAMRIID) at Fort  Detrick,
Maryland. Some of these important documents have never before been publicly seen.
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